Front of House Assistant
Variable Hours – up to 40 hours per week
We are looking for exceptional individuals to join our team at Jordan’s Mill as we get ready to welcome our
many visitors during our busy spring and summer period.
About you:
If you have a love of working with people and a passion for customer service this is where it all begins; a
naturally communicative personality with plenty of positivity, a sense of fun and adventure and a great team
working ethos is where you will really shine. You will ideally have previous experience of working in our kind
of environment and used to working in a busy environment, able to think on your feet.
About the role:
Your role is to ensure that all our visitors receive a fabulous welcome and whether they want a light bite in
our coffee shop or something more substantial in our table service restaurant, you will seamlessly guide them
and ensure their experience dining with us is first class. From taking food orders to waiting tables and juggling
multiple tables, you’ll also be focused on maximising our sales and keeping our tables turning over throughout
service.
Due to the nature of the roles, with the requirement to handle cash and sometimes working alone, applicants
for need to be a minimum of 16 years old.
Whether you already have experience or see this role as your first step into a front of house position, our
team can accommodate you and we are always looking for people who aspire to develop a longer-term
career in catering and want to learn their trade and grow with us.
About the contract:
Whether you are seeking a regular weekly commitment or have a gap between studies and want a summer
job or weekend job, we have opportunities to suit. We can offer a variety of hours to suit although because
of the nature of what we do, all roles will include working during the busy lunchtime service period, at
weekends and bank holidays given that these are our busiest times. Evening work is not regular but is
required to service events such as weddings and parties that we host outside of our public opening times.
Rate of Pay / Benefits:
National Minimum Wage for age group, contributory pension scheme, 28 days holiday, subsidised meals
How to Apply:
Visit our website for further details https://jordansmill.com/contact-us/vacancies where you can complete a
contact form and send your CV directly to us.
Alternatively, please send your completed application form by email to hr@jordansmill.co.uk

